Choose to Shine
CARPE DIEM is a best-selling collection of A5 planners & accessories from Simple Stories. Customers love the many options of planner colors and inserts as well as the playful assortment of a la carte accessories. The new inspiring planner colors & product designs are sure to be 'the' planning system your customers have been searching for.
CARPE DIEM A LA CARTE A5 PLANNERS

CARPE DIEM PLANNERS FEATURE HIGH-QUALITY SPLIT LEATHER CONSTRUCTION WITH SPLIT LEATHER LINING, STANDARD A5 SIX RING BINDING, ELASTIC PEN LOOP, METAL CHARM, FIVE INTERIOR POCKETS AND TWO SIDE POCKETS.

THE RESET GIRL PLANNERS FEATURE HIGH-QUALITY SPLIT LEATHER CONSTRUCTION WITH SPLIT LEATHER LINING, STANDARD A5 SIX RING BINDING, ELASTIC PEN LOOP, METAL CHARM, THREE INTERIOR POCKETS, ONE INTERIOR WINDOW POCKET, AND TWO SIDE POCKETS.

*inserts sold separately
CARPE DIEM A5 PLANNER - Ivory | #4937
Features gold hardware | 1 per unit

CARPE DIEM A5 PLANNER - Coral | #4931
Features silver hardware | 1 per unit

CARPE DIEM A5 PLANNER - Marigold | #4939
Features silver hardware | 1 per unit

CARPE DIEM A5 PLANNER - Aqua | #4929
Features silver hardware | 1 per unit

CARPE DIEM A5 PLANNER - Robin’s Egg | #4933
Features gold hardware | 1 per unit

CARPE DIEM A5 PLANNER - Platinum | #4935
Features silver hardware | 1 per unit
CORI SPIEKER, AKA THE RESET GIRL, IS A PASSIONATE "PLANNER GIRL" INSPIRING THOUSANDS ON INSTAGRAM AND YOUTUBE WITH HER ORIGINAL LINE OF PLANNER STICKERS & DECORATING KITS. THE CARPE DIEM RESET GIRL PLANNER PRODUCTS ARE AN EXCITING COLLABORATION WITH CORI THAT ARE SURE TO INSPIRE NEW PLANNER USERS AND LONG TIME ENTHUSIASTS ALIKE. LOOK FOR CORI ON SOCIAL MEDIA AS THE RESET GIRL TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW SHE 'RESET' HER LIFE, LIVES HER PASSION, AND ENCOURAGES OTHERS WITH HER INSPIRING STORY.
THE RESET GIRL PLANNER BOXED SET

CONTENTS INCLUDE

- 24 MONTHLY CALENDAR PAGES (UNDATED)
- 12 MONTHLY TABBED DIVIDERS (UNDATED)
- 72 VERTICAL WEEKLY INSERTS (UNDATED)
- 1 ACETATE DASHBOARD WITH GOLD FOIL PRINT
- 4 ASSORTED DECORATIVE INSERTS
- 1 3X4 POCKET CARD

THE RESET GIRL PLANNER BOXED SET
- Ballerina | #4942
  Features gold hardware | 1 per unit

THE RESET GIRL PLANNER BOXED SET
- Persimmon | #4944
  Features gold hardware | 1 per unit
THE RESET GIRL A5 DIVIDERS | #4977 | 6 per unit
(6) A5 double-sided 300gsm tabbed dividers with foil accents.

THE RESET GIRL BOOKMARK TABLET
#4980 | 6 per unit | (24) double-sided sheets.

THE RESET GIRL A5 POCKET INSERTS
#4978 | 6 per unit | (3) A5 double-sided 300gsm pocket inserts.
(Pockets on both sides)

THE RESET GIRL DOC-IT JOURNAL
#4979 | 6 per unit | 5x8.25 blank journal with (24) 120gsm grid pages.

Cute & compact, the Doc-it Journal is perfect for grab and go, or to ‘doc’ inside your planner.
THE RESET GIRL BITS & PIECES
#4990 | 6 per unit | (67) pieces with foil accents.

THE RESET GIRL DASHBOARD A5 INSERTS
#4982 | 6 per unit | (12) punched inserts with foil accents.

THE RESET GIRL PAGE FLAGS
#4985 | 6 per unit | (5) designs, 30 of each design.

TAKE NOTE
Page flags are small and versatile and make for a quick & easy addition to your planner.
THE RESET GIRL 3X4 POCKET CARDS
#4983 | 6 per unit | (12) double-sided 3x4 pocket cards with foil accents.

THE RESET GIRL 2x3 STICKY NOTES
#4981 | 6 per unit | (4) designs, 10 of each design.

THE RESET GIRL ROLLER STAMP-LIST IT
#4984 | 6 per unit | (1) rotary rubber stamp with 12 designs.

TAKE NOTE
Pocket cards are designed to go inside The Reset Girl planner window pocket.
THE RESET GIRL WASHI TAPE - SEW CRAFTY
#4986 | 6 per unit | (1) 15mm roll & (2) 7mm rolls, 36 total feet.

THE RESET GIRL WASHI TAPE - MODERN MEADOW
#4987 | 6 per unit | (1) 15mm roll & (2) 7mm rolls, 36 total feet.

THE RESET GIRL EPOXY METAL CLIPS
#4988 | 6 per unit | (8) metal clips.

THE RESET GIRL DECORATIVE CLIPS
#4989 | 6 per unit | (6) die cut clips.

Bright idea
Decorative clips are a great addition to your planner pages and pockets.
THE RESET GIRL ICON STICKERS
#4991 | 6 per unit | (8) 4x6 sticker sheets, 2 of each design.

THE RESET GIRL WORD LABEL STICKERS
#4994 | 6 per unit | (8) 4x6 sticker sheets, 2 of each design.

Stickers include 2 each of 4 designs so you have multiples of your favorites to use in your planner!
THE RESET GIRL INSTA QUOTE STICKERS
#4993 | 6 per unit | (8) 4x6 sticker sheets, 2 of each design.

THE RESET GIRL PLANNER BASICS STICKERS
#4992 | 6 per unit | (8) 4x6 sticker sheets, 2 of each design.

Planner Basics stickers are just the right size for both your horizontal and vertical weekly inserts.
The mini monthly calendar stickers fit perfectly onto your weekly and monthly inserts.

THE RESET GIRL CLEAR STICKERS
#4996 | 6 per unit | (3) 4x6 sticker sheets: color, woodgrain, & black.

THE RESET GIRL 2016-2017 MINI MONTHLY CALENDAR STICKERS
#4995 | 6 per unit | (9) 4x6 sticker sheets.
THE RESET GIRL A5 MONTHLY INSERTS
#4976 | 6 per unit
(12) A5 double-sided monthly tabbed 180gsm dividers.
(24) A5 double-sided monthly 180gsm calendar pages.

A la carte monthly inserts are perfect for customizing your own planner with these fun unique designs.

BRIGHT IDEA
THE DETAILS

ON TREND COLORS MEET SOPHISTICATED DESIGN IN THE NEWEST PLANNER COLLECTION FROM CARPE DIEM. FANCIFUL PATTERNS PAIRED WITH FLIRTY FLORALS CREATE THE PERFECT COMBINATION FOR PLANNING YOUR COLORFUL LIFE. WITH POSH, LET A BREATH OF FRESH AIR AND INSPIRATION GREET YOU EACH & EVERY TIME YOU OPEN YOUR PLANNER.
POSH PLANNER BOXED SET

CONTENTS INCLUDE

(12) MONTHLY CALENDAR PAGES (UNDATED)
(12) MONTHLY TABBED DIVIDERS (UNDATED)
(72) WEEKLY INSERTS (UNDATED)
(1) ACETATE DASHBOARD WITH FOIL PRINT
(4) ASSORTED DECORATIVE INSERTS

CARPE DIEM A5 PLANNER BOXED SET
- Aqua | #4930
Features silver hardware | 1 per unit

CARPE DIEM A5 PLANNER BOXED SET
- Robin’s Egg | #4934
Features gold hardware | 1 per unit

CARPE DIEM A5 PLANNER BOXED SET
- Ivory | #4938
Features gold hardware | 1 per unit

CARPE DIEM A5 PLANNER BOXED SET
- Coral | #4932
Features silver hardware | 1 per unit

CARPE DIEM A5 PLANNER BOXED SET
- Platinum | #4936
Features silver hardware | 1 per unit

CARPE DIEM A5 PLANNER BOXED SET
- Marigold | #4940
Features silver hardware | 1 per unit
POSH A5 DIVIDERS | #4955 | 6 per unit
(6) A5 double sided 300gsm tabbed dividers with foil accents.

POSH A5 BOOKMARK TABLET
#4959 | 6 per unit
(24) double-sided sheets.

POSH A5 BOOKMARKS
#4958 | 6 per unit | (3) plastic bookmarks.

POSH A5 POCKET INSERTS
#4956 | 6 per unit | (3) A5 double-sided 300gsm pocket inserts (pockets on both sides).

POSH DOC-IT JOURNAL
#4957 | 6 per unit, 5x8.25 blank journal with (24) 120gsm lined pages.

Cute & compact, the Doc-it Journal is perfect for grab and go, or to ‘doc’ inside your planner.
POSH BITS & PIECES
#4966 | 6 per unit | (86) pieces with foil accents.

POSH DASHBOARD & POCKET CARD INSERTS
#4960 | 6 per unit | (12) punched inserts & (12) pocket cards with foil accents.

POSH PAGE FLAGS
#4961 | 6 per unit | (5) designs
30 of each design.

TAKE NOTE
Page flags are small and versatile and make for a quick & easy addition to your planner.
Decorative clips are a great addition to your planner pages and pockets.

**BRIGHT IDEA**

- **POSH EPOXY METAL CLIPS**
  - #4964 | 6 per unit | (8) metal clips.

- **POSH WASHI TAPE - HIGH STYLE**
  - #4962 | 6 per unit | (1) 15mm roll & (2) 7mm rolls
  - 36 total feet.

- **POSH WASHI TAPE - TOTALLY CHIC**
  - #4963 | 6 per unit | (1) 15mm roll & (2) 7mm rolls
  - 36 total feet.

- **POSH DECORATIVE CLIPS**
  - #4965 | 6 per unit | (6) die cut clips.
POSH DESIGNER STICKERS
#4968 | 6 per unit | (4) 4x6 sticker sheets with foil accents.

POSH CLEAR STICKERS
#4975 | 6 per unit | (3) 4x6 clear sticker sheets: color, grey, & foil.

TAKE NOTE Clear stickers add the look of stamping in your planner without the hassle!
Insta Quote stickers fit perfectly in the boxes on your monthly inserts!

POSH INSTA QUOTE STICKERS
#4971 | 6 per unit | (8) 4x6 sticker sheets,

POSH PLANNER BASICS STICKERS
#4969 | 6 per unit | (8) 4x6 sticker sheets,
The weekly stickers are designed for the perfect fit on your vertical and horizontal weekly inserts.

**POSH WEEKLY STICKERS**  
#4973 | 6 per unit | (8) 4x6 sticker sheets.

**POSH NUMBER STICKERS**  
#4970 | 6 per unit | (8) 4x6 sticker sheets, 8 colors.
The mini monthly calendar stickers fit onto your weekly and monthly inserts.
POSH CALENDAR STICKERS
#4967 | 6 per unit | (8) 4x6 clear sticker sheets, 2 of each design.

Stickers include 2 each of 4 designs so you have multiples of your favorites to use in your planner!

POSH WORD LABEL STICKERS
#4972 | 6 per unit | (8) 4x6 sticker sheets, 2 of each design in cream & white.
A la carte monthly inserts are perfect for customizing your own planner with these fun, unique designs.

POSIX MONTHLY INSERTS
#4954 | 6 per unit
(12) A5 double-sided monthly tabbed 180gsm dividers.
(12) A5 double-sided monthly 180gsm calendar pages.
PLANNER ESSENTIALS ROLLER STAMP - MAKE IT HAPPEN
#4951 | 6 per unit | (1) rotary rubber stamp with 12 designs.

PLANNER ESSENTIALS PLASTIC STORAGE POUCH
#4950 | 6 per unit | (1) A5 pouch with plastic zipper.

PLANNER ESSENTIALS CLEAR LABEL STICKERS
#4952 | 6 per unit | (4) 4x6 clear sticker sheets, 2 designs, 2 of each design.

PLANNER ESSENTIALS CLEAR NUMBER STICKERS
#4953 | 6 per unit | (4) 4x6 clear sticker sheets, 2 designs, 2 of each design.

Clear number stickers are perfect for dating your monthly and weekly inserts.

Bright Idea
Daily inserts can be used in addition to or as a substitute for the weekly inserts (included in the boxed sets) when you need more room to plan your day!

PLANNER ESSENTIALS DAILY A5 INSERTS
#4946 | 3 per unit | (156) A5 140gsm inserts,

PLANNER ESSENTIALS A5 BASIC INSERTS
#4945 | 6 per unit | (36) A5 double-sided 140 gsm inserts, 2 designs, 18 of each design.
Carpe Diem offers three new options for your a la carte weekly inserts based on your personal planning style.

**PLANNER ESSENTIALS A5 HORIZONTAL WEEKLY INSERTS**
#4947 | 6 per unit | (72) A5 double-sided 140gsm inserts, horizontal weekly format.

**PLANNER ESSENTIALS A5 VERTICAL WEEKLY INSERTS**
#4948 | 6 per unit | (72) A5 double-sided 140gsm inserts, vertical weekly format.

**PLANNER ESSENTIALS A5 VERTICAL APPOINTMENT WEEKLY INSERTS**
#4949 | 6 per unit | (72) A5 double-sided 140gsm inserts, vertical appointment weekly format.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

• All existing and new wholesale accounts must comply with our sales policies; policies may change from time to time and will be communicated accordingly. For a copy of the current sales policies, please contact sales@simplestories.com.
• A signed copy of your business license/resale tax form and completed wholesale application must be on file to set up a wholesale account. Please email, fax or mail this information along with your initial order.
• Minimum opening order is $100.
• Minimum reorder is $50.
• Orders must be pre-paid with VISA, MasterCard, Discover, or American Express.
• Simple Stories does not offer payment terms.
• By ordering, you agree to limit Simple Stories’ liability to the value of the cost of the product purchased.
• Please allow 3-5 business days for processing orders; longer times may be required during new product releases.
• Standard shipping via UPS Ground.
• Shipping and handling FOB Ogden, Utah.
• For processing or shipping options, call customer service at 801-737-3242 or email sales@simplestories.com.
• Back orders are cancelled and will not be shipped out.
• All order discrepancies must be reported to Simple Stories within 30 days from the receipt of product. Any discrepancies reported after this period cannot be honored.
• All order cancellations must be made in writing, either by email or fax before order has been processed and shipped from the Simple Stories warehouse.
• No returns are allowed without pre-authorization from Simple Stories.
• You may return any unopened and unused physical product in its original packaging within 30 days of purchase; a restocking fee of 25% will apply. Simple Stories does not accept returns by COD.
• All terms, conditions and pricing are subject to change without notice.

* * WE DO NOT KEEP CREDIT CARDS NUMBERS ON FILE * *
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Simple Stories
673 West 1st Street - Bldg. 4A-1
Ogden, UT 84404
P: 801.737.3242
www.simplestories.com